
Psychology

Senses

See, hear, touch, smell, taste,

Why, why, how, what, when

Faces:

Shocked, scary, happy, relaxed, angry, compassionate, thankful.

Physical

Vary pace

Social

Communicate to one large group is the same as communicating to one person Prepare what you are going to say

Speak clearly, relaxed, efficient, direct, don't overspeak or go on tangents

Listen twice as much as you talk

Expand social horizons

Find good and uniqueness in others

Learn from the teachers, act like a kid.

Conflict is born of misunderstanding

Collect and exchange stories

Dress to impress

Remain aware of miracle of oneself and others

Attend shows and plays

Focussed, body language - open, positive

Spiritual

Read

Study religions

study micro/macrocosmic worlds

Study nature and physics

Sense of humour and childlikeness

Good things in life /know values

Self actualisation - food, shelter, physical health, family, education, social integration, acheivement

Charity

Brain fasting

Get rid of excess baggage

Personal

Reactions to surroundings and emotional habits- see things for what they physically are - car= little tin box

Reactions = matter of choice to react

Breathing

Base reactions on understanding of other's circumstances

Positive thinker - taking whatever situation and choosing the best way to deal with it

Certain situations - perfectly appropriate to express emotions

Self- monitor self conversations, look after oneself

Creative intelligience

Science of art, art of science

Association machine = brain

Fluency = speed of rattling off ideas

Flexibility - see things in different ways, rearrange old concepts

Originality - unique unusal ideas

Doodle

Note dreams

Paperclip thinking

Joke Telling

Everything connects to everything else e.g. pig to potatoe



http://www.psychology.org/

Limericks/ poetry

Apply creative intelligence to all areas - biking, parties, cooking, work

Sketch book

Musical instruments

Tell stories

6 impossible things before breakfast

Visualist in 3D

Stories - When to get a steak on a yacht, sitting and watching the fishermen in croatia.
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